Civix Airport Platform | Airport Situational Awareness (ASA)

AIRPORT SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

A Real-Time Management System
Civix Airport Situational Awareness (ASA) is a powerful and secure cloud-based platform designed for event management and response. The solution includes a webbased control center, software, and a mobile device application that enables collaboration between airport control center, field staff, and tenants.
COLLECT, ANALYZE & ACT ON DATA
ASA offers the aviation industry an expanded ability to collect, analyze, and act on data that conforms to the unique
needs of airports. It provides real-time management while enhancing customer service when unplanned events occur. Powered by Cognyte’s Nowforce, ASA can be leveraged across your entire organization.

PRIMARY FEATURES & BENEFITS
· Offers a "360-degree view of incidents" and provides
the tools to handle real-time safety, security, operational incidents, and reporting

· Get up and running inside 2-3 weeks, for immediate
use of the system

· GIS-powered display overlays incidents, assets, and response teams on a map to quickly pinpoint exact locations

· Users can leverage smart devices and networks for
real-time interaction through video, voice and text
communication

· Mobile app brings personal safety, incident reporting, anonymous tip submissions and location-based
safety alerts to any phone or tablet

· An opt-in application for individual enables location
sharing and mapping capabilities with proximity
alert when nearing high-risk areas

· Scenario planner for complex incidents

· SOS emergency reporting functions provide peace of
mind for critical outreach in times of need

· Enables quick decisions by connecting various individuals for rapid information sharing

· Ability to utilize device-based cameras and facial recognition technology to verify identities and protecting privacy when reporting sensitive information
· Maintains a 24/7 direct connection to dispersed staff,
as well as local first responders
Lead With Mobility First: Leverage your disbursed workforce during
times like these, to create a common operating picture from multiple
and disparate data feeds.
Standardized Proven Workflows: Drive uniform responses to repeated
events, every single time, by ensuring policies and procedures are carried out and followed, shortening each incident’s life cycle.
Maximize Limited Resources: Amplify the value of each node in your
command, control and communication network by creating an interconnected and real-time platform.
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